Glazed Terrariums Are Conversation Pieces

This is a good time of year to wander into a woodlot and gather some moss from around deck posts and fallen tree trunks. You'll start to bring along the most interesting small rocks and moss to create an interesting scene within your glass terrarium.

A terrarium is an enclosed glass container used for growing plants. Due to the transparency of the glass, you can observe the soil and the plants growing within the glass container. There are many kinds of terrariums available, from small desktop types to larger containers with more plants.

When putting together this terrarium, you need to place the main plants first, followed by the smaller plants. It's important to make sure the roots of the plants don't grow through the glass. You can easily have root cut through the glass, which can be a problem. The roots can also grow through the glass, which can be a problem.

FOOTBALL OUTFIT

Official ROYAL $1.00

Pharo Helmet $3.50

Blow Gun $1.00

.Sportsman package

. $2.00

List $4.00

PRO HOCKEY GAME

$1.00

How much fun for the whole family! List $1.50

No. 29 Tracks

HAULDRUM TRUCK $3.00

List $5.00

Erector Set

List $9.00

Large deluxe fast moving WONDER HORSE $19.95

DOLLS - DOLLS - DOLLS

Crisp cafet room. She drinks, sleeps, talks, laughs and walks. Hair不可 is wavy.

$5.98

Complete DRUM SET

$4.20

DALY'S

HARDWARE AND FLOOR COVERING

4518 W. Woodward

Sat. 12:30 to 5:00

Open Daily

10 - 6

OPEN SUN.

6 OUNCE JAR

ALL THIS PLUS FREE TOP VALUE GIFT STAMPS!

By ALICE WESSELS BURGAMME
Special Writer for The Birmingham Record

Meat and Potato Sale!